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ABSTRACT
As part of a development effort in the fi e 1 d of moored arrays
sponsored by the Office of Naval Technology, the Ocean Structures and
Moorings Laboratory (OSM&L), Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering
Department (AOP&E), Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) conducted a
study in 1991 to assess the feasibility and the merits of several self-
deployable mooring designs. This study included a brief review of the state
of the art, the performance of 1 ab tests to evaluate di fferent moori ng 1 i ne
payout concepts, and the preliminary design of a typical candidate mooring.
The results of this study are presented in this report.
The report first reviews three types of single point moored arrays
wh i ch are amenable to self -dep 1 oyment: subsurface, subsurface wi th surface
expression, and surface with bottom inverted catenary. It then describes
the features common to all ~elf-deploying moorings: techniques for line and
instrument storage, means for controlled payout, bottom finders and lock up
mechanisms, and it also outlines desirable specifications for sensor sizes,
cabl es and connectors.
Next the report reviews typical deployment scenarios from the bottom
up or from the surface down as they apply to the three types of moori ngs
reta i ned.
In its final section, the report presents the conceptual design of a
6000 meters depth capabil ity, bottom up deployment, candidate mooring.
This configuration should be of strong interest when contemplating the
dep 1 oyment of a 1 arge number of i dent i ca 1 subsurface moori ngs, i nter-
connected by a bottom cable, and in" close" proxi mi ty to one another. The
case study outl ines the design objectives and the current profiles,
specifies the main components, evaluates their performance with the help of
a standard computer program, and presents packaging and payout control
details. Finally, a plan is proposed for the controlled, in-situ evaluation
of a prototype.
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BACKGROUND
Deep sea moori ngs have been used by the oceanographi c and mil i tary
communities for nearly four decades to obtain Eulerian data from the ocean
environment. Instruments and sensors have been developed to measure and
record variables such as currents, temperature, conductivity, sound velocity
and biomass within the water column. Meteorological instruments located on
a moored surface buoy have extended the range of measurements avai 1 abl e to
researchers and forecasters.
Early efforts were punctuated by frequent failures, which lead to
i ntensi ve engi neeri ng programs to better understand the envi ronmenta 1 forces
affecting these moorings and to determine the best materials and techniques
to permit reliable large-scale deployments. Early on, efforts were made to
des i gn moori ng systems wh i ch coul d be deployed in a manner to reduce
increasingly expensive ship time. The military program RDSS (Rapid
Deployment Surveillance System) is an example of a largely successful effort
to provide a self-deployed mooring system, requiring minimal ship time for
deployment. Other developments followed, including the AD OM (Air Deployed
Oceanograph i c Moori ng), (1), developed by the Woods Hole Oceanograph i c
Institution, which was a pre-packaged mooring that could be launched from an
aircraft or surface vessel and would automatically deploy sensors and a
surface tel emet ry buoy anchori ng i tse 1 fin any water depth.
These and other developments have demonstrated the feasibility of the
concept of automatic or self-deployment and the benefits leading to lower
cost and covertness.
New developments in compact, light weight, instrumentation and
inductively coupled and acoustic telemetry capabilities are paving the way
for the development of expendable oceanographic moorings (2), (3), (4), (5),
(6), (7) and (8). These moorings could be assembled from prepackaged
modular units and deployed by passing ships of opportunity.
Large numbers of moorings, interconnected by a bottom cable, in close
proximity to one another, (HIGH GAIN ARRAY) can be juxtaposed by this
deployment method with greatly reduced chance of entanglement (9).
Instrumented moorings could be dropped in the path of Hurricanes, Oil
Sp i l' s, or other rap i dl Y develop i ng env i ronmenta 1 phenomenon to aid in the
understanding and tracking of them as they occur.
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TYPES OF SELF-DEPLOYABLE MORINGS
Se 1 f deployment technology is app 1 i cab 1 e to three bas i c types of
single point moorings (Figure 1).
1. Subsurface moori ngs, ei ther independent or interconnected by a
bottom cable coul d be deployed in th is manner. Dep 1 oyment can proceed in
either a top down or bottom up sèenario. Interconnected moorings could be
streamed 1 i ke a lobster pot trawl and strung out on the bottom in the
required configuration. Each mooring could then be commanded to deploy in
turn. This technique may be the only viable way of deploying a large,
closely spaced array without entanglement. More than one mooring could be
allowed to deploy at one time if they were staggered in some pattern within
the array to di scourage entangl ement.
2. A subsurface mooring with a slack tether connecting it to a small,
wave decoupled, telemetering, surface expression can be deployed by this
method. This type of mooring can be adapted to hardwire, inductively
coupled or acoustic telemetry methods from arrays of small new generation
single point instrumentation such as current meters and CTD's. This style
can also be deployed from the top down or from the bottom up. The surface
buoy can be pull ed under duri ng peri ods of strong currents but it is
des i gned to return to the surface when the currents decrease.
3. Surface moori ngs that incorporate an inverse catenary in the
lowest part of the water column are ideal for surface down deployment. The
moori ng 1 i ne is des i gned to be on the order of 25 percent longer than the
water depth (10) and (11). This mooring will perform well as long as the
water depth is within 10 percent of the design depth. This type of mooring
can wi thstand much stronger currents than type two wi thout s i nki ng the
surface buoy or draggi ng the anchor. '
New light weight instrumentation will allow the use of small surface
buoys, cable sizes and anchor weights in environmental conditions that are
presently only accessible with large expensive moorings.
Hard wire attachment or inductive coupl ing of sensors to the mooring
1 ine may be used in the upper two thirds of this mooring type. The
compliant portion of the mooring below this, (polypropylene and/or nylon),
precludes the use of copper conductors or optical fibers due to the stretch
characteristics of this element. However, acoustic telemetry can be used to
extend the depth range of observat ions.
The self deploying surface mooring technique is well suited to Fish
Aggregation Device, (FAD) moorings which could be prepackaged in modular
units and shipped to remote sites (12). The ability of this style of
moori ng to funct i on in a wi de range of water depths and current regimes
allows for deployment without sophisticated marine electronics or highly
trained deck crews.
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COM FEATURES
PACKAGING TECHINOUES These three types of mooring require a number of
similar components. They all require a packaging technique whereby long
lengths of various types of cable or rope with or without inserted
instrumentation will automatically payout of a package. The formation of
kinks or knots must be avoided during the payout procedure. The sharp
localized bend associated with a kink or knot can significantly reduce the
cable strength and cause premature failure of the mooring system. A number
of packaging schemes have been tested for feasibility. Detailed
descri pt ions of the two most promi sing fo 11 ow.
Flat Pack The cable coming from the buoy is coiled in a flat spiral
from the outside of the packaging cyl inder winding inwards to some specified
minimum diameter. Additional cable is then coiled in the next flat layer in
an expanding spiral. The direction of winding alternates from clockwise to
counterclockwise between adjacent layers so that any rotation or torsion of
the cable that is induced by packaging is canceled out.
The lower cabl e end 1 eads out of the fl at pack cyl i nder to the top of
the instrument which is clamped to the inside of the outer shell of the
package. The cabl e attached to the bottom end of the instrument is 1 ead
back into the next spi ra 1 1 ayer.
The cable in the spiral layers must be bonded together by some
potting compound to hold it in place and prevent tangling. This compound
must be carefully applied to insure that several whole layers don't pull off
at once. When this has happened in tests, the layers have tumbled after
peal ing off and tied a long length of cable into a knot. Tests have shown
Therma 1 PL ast i c Rubber, (TPR), to be better than the several types of wax
and contact adhes i ves that were tri ed. Further research is necessary in
this area to optimize compound selection and insure ~onsistent quality
duri ng packag i ng. The concept of p 1 ac i ng sheets of paper between the 1 ayers
to faci 1 i tate payout was the subject of several 1 ab tests. The paper tended
to tear out in 1 arge portions of a sheet, often taki ng several turns of
cable that had not unwound with it. The bundle tended to tumble which
kinked and knotted the cable. The paper also tended to jam the
fairlead block which implies that it would also jam the counter or lockup
mechani sm.
When this method works properly it allows for a very dense packaging
of long lengths of cable with and without inserted instrumentation.
SoinninQ Reel As shown in Figure 2, the cable is wound onto a reel
over a specially shaped end flange in the same manner that a fishing line
goes onto a spinning type fishing reel. Expendable bathythermographs,
(XBT's) are wound for self deployment in this manner. A typical XBT
conta ins two reels wound wi th a cont i nuous 1 ength of wi re. One reel stays
attached to the launch tube and unwinds clockwise. The other reel is inside
the XBT free fa 11 body and unwi nds counterc 1 ockwi se. The counter-rotat i on
resul ts in zero net twi st i ng of the two conductor wi re. The XBT body has
fins that cause the body to rotate clockwise as it falls both for flight
stability and to help the cable feed out with minimum resistance.
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SENSOR (30)
DRUM FLANGE
RUNNING
CABLE
CABLE
FROM BOTTOM OF
SENSOR TO NEXT
LAYER ON DRUM
Figue 2: Sping Rel Style Packaging with Instrts
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In the proposed configuration, the instrumented portion of the
mooring line would be wound clockwise over the bottom flange of a reel
attached to the buoy. The top end of each segment woul d be 1 ead out to the
bottom of its instrument which is clamped to the inside wall of the
packagi ng container. The segment attached to the top of each instrument
would lead back in to the next windings on the same reel. The
uninstrumented lower part of the mooring would be wound counterclockwise on
a second reel attached to the anchori ng system that woul d payout over its
top fl ange.
The travel ing body should not be encouraged to rotate as it pays out
as the XBT does. Some small rotat i ona 1 fi ns may be necessary to counteract
the tendency of the bodies to spin due to the rotary friction of the cable
against the payout flange.
This method of cable winding is volumetrically less efficient than
the flat pack method resulting in a slightly larger package.
INSERTED INSTRUMENTATION The instrument packages can be held to the
ins i de wall of the package wi th breakaway p 1 ast i c clamps or wi th VELCRO tear
away fabri c tape.
The instrument package size should be 1 ight weight, streaml ined and
compact. Transient loads resulting from the sudden acceleration of the
instruments as the 1 i ne pull s them out of the package can be reduced by
minimizing the weight and entrained water mass of the instrumentation. A
low hydrodynamic mass will minimize stress and snap loading on the cable and
its attachment poi nts.
Large instruments such as Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers could be
incorporated into the subsurface buoy or possibly t~e anchoring system if
required. Conventional current meters such as VACM's, VMCM's, or AANDERAA
types would cause unacceptably high acceleration transients. These early
instruments are also too large to package efficiently.
A continuous mooring cable without electrical or mechanical in line
junctions is desirable to prevent hangups and kink formation by eliminating
bending stiffness discontinuities and minimizing possible catch points. The
sensor cable reliability would be increased and cost and complexity
decreased, if the instruments coul d be attached wi thout termi nat i ng the
cable as in an inductively coupled or acoustic telemetry system.
SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 8 to 12 inches
Di ameter: 2 to 3 inches
Immersed wei ght: 1 ess than 5 Lbs
Pressure test rating: 10000 psi
In order to minimize or el iminate the connector problem, each
instrument would be self powered, functioning independently on its own
microprocessor, and multiplexing its data onto a common bus structure using
the induct i ve coup 1 i ng techn i que now under development. Th is techn i que
would eliminate all of the vulnerable hardwired junctions except one at the
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top and allow for customi zed app 1 i cat ion ori ented spaci n9 of attachment
points during manufacturing. A common receiver in the sub-surface buoy
would gather data, inductively coupled to the tether by each of the
instruments, as well as control and status information from the payout
package itself. The data could be acoustically telemetered to a nearby
surface vessel or uplinked from a surface buoy to a satellite.
These instruments could be constructed in a modular fashion. A
single design power supply, measurement circuitry, data modulator and
mechanical housing could be coupled to a number of different, independent
interchangeable sensor heads. Depending on the packaging design of the
payout module, and the accessibility of the instruments when loaded,
individual sensor heads could be replaced prior to launch to change the
sensor function, sensitivity or range.
CABLES AND CONNECTORS The basic payout technologies need to be proven
on inexpensive mechanical only cables first. Ultimately telemetry from
moori ngs deployed in th is manner is a des ired resul t. Sate 11 i te
communications are data thru-put limited to a level that does not support
the development of high data rate fi ber opt i c cables and connectors.
Moorings that are interconnected by hardwired bottom-layed cables could
conceivably util ize fiber optic technology.
Cables with individual conductors or conductive armors can be used
for hard wire or inductively coupled telemetry.
Synthet i c armored cabl es such as Kevl ar or Vectran offer the best
flexibility for ease of packaging but offer little or no protection against
fishbite unless encased in a protective jacket (Figure 3). A tight Kevlar
braid loaded in tension has shown promise for surviving fishbite (13), (14)and (15). .
Stee 1 armored cables 1 ack the fl exi bi 1 i ty of synthet i c cables but are
much more res i stant to fi shbi te damage. Steel armors are much heavi er in
sea water than synthetic cables and therefore require much more buoyancy
wh i ch dri ves the size and cost of the overall package up sign i fi cant 1 y.
Steel armored cables suffer corrosive attack which does not affect synthetic
fi ber ropes.
No reliable, compact, cost effective, off the shelf, electro-
mechanical cable connectors exist at this time for small diameter synthetic
fiber cables. Development in this area will focus on adapting existing
technology to fit the cable and packaging particulars in a cost effective
manner.
The use of induct i ve 1 y coupled modems, reduces, but does not
eliminate the need for E/M cable terminations. The manner in which the
inductive modem is attached to the outside of the cable must be designed to
el iminated stress and fatigue concentration points.
Electromechanical or electro-optical-mechanical mooring cables will
require special consideration in the payout system design to avoid damaging
the signal carrying members or their terminations. Fiber optic cables are
especially susceptible to breakage of the glass fibers when bent over a
12
CONDUCTORS: #20 AWG 19/32 TINNED COPPER
INSULA nON: NOMINAL .01S" THICKNESS, 10S' PVC
COLOR COOED IN 3 SOLID COLORS
CONSTRUC nON: 3 CONDUCTORS CABLED fOGETHER
wini A LEFT HAND LA Y 8 TO 16 nMES THE
CABLE CORE DIAMETER, (APPROX. DIA. -= .lS0")
INNER JACKET: NOMINAL .2S0" DIAMETER
PRESSUi?E EXTRUDED CLEAR POL Y/jRETHANE
STRENGTH MEMBER: SOOOlb MINIMUM BREAK STRENGTH
KEVLAR BRAID TYPE 29,
2 LA YERS MYLAR TAPE BETWEEN LA YERS
JACKET: NOMINAL .0SO" THICKNESS, PRESSURE EXTRUDED
POL YURETHANE (APPROX. DIA. = .446")
.,'
! 3 CONDUCTORS
INNER JA CKET (POL YURETHANE)
KEVLAR STRENGTH MEMBER
POL YURETHAN£ JACKET
Figure 3 Typical Kevlar Armored Electromechanical Cable
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small radius.
These cables are likely to be significantly larger than purely
mechanical cables because they must be designed with sufficient additional
strength such that the signal carrying members do not become load bearing
when the cable elongates under tension.
PAYOUT CONTROLS Subsurface Moori ngs, (Type 1), and Subsurface
Moorings with Surface Expressions, (Type 2), require some means of precisely
measuring and controll ing the amount of cable payed out to reach their
proper depth. A number of methods have been suggested to accompl ish thi s
object i ve.
Bottom Finder: A mechanical or acoustic bottom or surface finder is
used to cause a lockup of the payout mechan ism when the fall i ng anchor or
rising buoy reaches a preset distance from its objective. The major
drawback of thi s method is that strong shear currents can cause more 1 i ne to
payout than the di stance between the buoy and the anchor.
Thus a Bottom up deployed, subsurface moori ng, that locked up when it
sensed it was 100 meters from the surface may actually overshoot and be on
the surface when the buoy pull s the excess sl ack out of the 1 i ne under low
current conditions.
Cab 1 e Counter: An a 1 ternat i ve method is to measure the amount of
1 i ne payed out by 1 ead i ng the 1 i ne through a cable 1 ength counter as it pays
out. When it reaches a specified length, the lockup mechanism is engaged.
The entire upper instrumented length is payed out in this case and it is
only necessary to count the lower portion of the mooring 1 ine. The major
drawback of thi s system is that the cabl e must pass through the 1 ength
counter as it pays out. Trad it i ona 1 cable counters pass the cable over
wheel s and count the rotati on induced in the wheel s.'
A cable that is covered in potting compound could cause significant
di ffi cul ties. The potting compound may form a bui 1 d up on the counter
wheels which will degrade their accuracy, and could eventually cause
jamming. A cable counter that sandwiched the cable between several cogged
belts would be less susceptible to slippage and gumming up at the expense of
higher payout drag.
The sp inn i ng reel cable pack needs at 1 east one fl ange diameter of
open space outboard of the payout fl ange. The cabl e is accel erated outward
as it passes over the flange and is pulled back in line by the cable
tension.
In either case the cable would have to be lead in and out of the
counter thru a series of abrasion resistant low friction guides.
Commercially available silicon carbide ceramic guides may be useful in this
appl ication.
LOCKUP MECHANISMS Early models such as the ADOM project locked up
the mooring by causing a pin to cross the path of the flowing 1 ine causing
it to wrap around a shaft. Thi s method is adequate for short term
deployments and proof of concept trials. It is likely that the cable will
14
fail in fatigue at the point where the free end makes contact with the
lockup pin because the cable is constrained to bend over the pin diameter.
This pin diameter would have to be 20 to 40 times the cable diameter for the
stress concentration to be effectively eliminated. A pin of this diameter
causes significant packaging problems.
A system of cones that grip the cable inside an elastomeric bending
strain relief boot is an attractive alternative (Figure 4).
Slack surface moorings, (3), are designed to payout all of their
cable regardless of water depth which results in a simpler system but does
requi re approximate pri or knowl edge of the water depth for packagi ng.
15
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DEPLOYMENT SCENAIOS
SUB-SURFACE MOORING The self-deployment concept can be applied to a
mooring which extends from the bottom to some depth below the surface. The
concept can employ components which are designed to deploy from the bottom
up, or from the surface down. Each scenari 0 has its own advantages and
di sadvantages.
Bottom UP - (See Figure 5). This concept employs a self-contained
package, wh i ch is released from a surface vessel or submari ne and sinks to
the bottom in a free fall descent. The package may also be lowered to the
bottom as woul d be the case where many interconnected packages are requi red
to make up a hori zonta 1 array. After bottomi n9 and upon a command from a
timer or acoust i ca 11 y from the surface, the buoy fl otat i on separates from
the anchor and ascends, pull i ng out the sensors and moori ng 1 i ne. A 1 i ne
counter, located wi th i n the anchor, measures the amount of moori ng 1 i ne
payed out and causes a moori ng 1 i ne lockup mechan ism to act i vate, prevent i ng
further moori ng 1 i ne payout.
Top - Down - Self Deployed from Surface: Th is concept employs a self-
contained package which is released from an airplane, a surface vessel or
submarine. After water entry, the anchor portion separates from the
buoyancy and sinks to the bottom, payi ng out sensors and moori ng 1 i ne as it
fa 11 s. The buoyancy rema ins on the surface unt ill ockup of the moori ng 1 i ne
occurs. An acoustic altimeter, located in the anchor, is armed some
di stance from the surface and determi nes the anchor's di stance off bottom,
providing a signal to the mooring lockup mechanism at a predetermined
distance from the bottom. Lockup of the moori ng 1 i ne causes the fl otat ion
to be pulled down a distance equal to the remaining anchor fall.
SUBSURFACE MOORING WITH SURFACE EXPRESSION When a surface expression
is required for telemetry or surface measurements, a surface buoy can be
employed. The buoy is attached to the subsurface buoy, using an "s" shaped
tether to provi de system comp 1 i ance from wave induced forces. The tether
shoul d have di stri buted pos it i ve buoyancy near the subsurface buoy and
distributed negative buoyancy below the surface buoy to minimize the risk of
entangl ement.
Bottom UP - Self Deployed from Bottom: This deployment scenario is
s i mi 1 ar to the subsurface moori ng except for deployment of the surface buoy.
After the anchor has locked up and the fl otat i on has ascended to its
operat i ng depth, the surface buoy and tether is rel eased by a time-operated
re 1 ease, all owi ng the surface buoy to pullout the tether 1 i ne as it ascends
to the surface.
Too Down - Self Deployed from Surface: (See Figure 6). This scenario
is similar to the self-deployed from the bottom scenario, except that the
surface buoy and tether is released by a pressure operated release when the
fl otat i on has been pull ed down to its ope rat i ng depth. The surface buoy
pull s out the tether 1 i ne as it ascends.
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INVERSE CATENARY SURFACE MOORING (Figure 7)
Too Down - Self Deployed from Surface: The Moori ng 1 i ne is
approximately 25% longer than the water depth. There is very little tension
in this type of mooring under slack current conditions to pull the
instrumented 1 i ne out of the buoy. I f all of the 1 i ne does not payout
there is a chance that all of the instrumentation will not be deployed for
some time after the moori ng has been in the water. Wi nd, wave and current
forcing would eventually cause them to deploy, but part of the data set
might be distorted. If the anchor reaches the bottom before it has payed
out all of its cable there is a chance of the moori ng foul i ng around the
anchor duri ng slack current cond it ions.
In order to eliminate this potential problem, the upper part of the
mooring system is deployed over the side of a ship underway. The mooring
starts payi ng out of the package attached to the bottom of the surface buoy.
The mooring is stretched out parallel to the water surface by the forwards
motion of the ship. After at least one third of the mooring line length is
payed out, the anchor port i on of the moori ng is deployed and also starts
payi ng out. The water sheave effect caused by the vert i ca 1 fall of the
anchor pull ing on the cable that is parallel to the surface ensures
that all of the moori ng 1 i ne is pull ed out of both ends before the anchor
reaches the bottom.
In recoverable versions, the final meter of cable pulling up tight at
the anchor will operate a mechanical release. This release will detach the
syntact i c foam anchor 1 i ne container from the anchor and allow it to ri se to
the end of 3 meters of chain attached to an acoustic release that is built
into the center of the container. The syntactic foam wi 11 be des i gned to
act as backup recovery if the moori ng shoul d fail.
Similarly the last several meters of cable pulling out of the surface
buoy wi 11 release 3 to 5 meters of cha in. The chain acts to decouple the
roll of the surface buoy from bending the mooring cable.
A depth recorder survey before 1 aunch, is necessary to be sure that
the water depth is within a predetermined error margin for the amount of
cable in the package.
A telemetry mooring would have the conductor cable spiral wound
around the chain. The whole chain assembly would then be encapsulated in an
elastomeric material to protect the electrical pigtail. This method has
proven to be effective on a number of WHOI surface telemetry moorings.
Bottom Uo - Sel f Deployed from bottom: There are no advantages to a
bottom up deployment for this type of mooring.
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LIMITS AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Previous attempts at developing self deployed moorings (ADOM), were
constrained in size and shape to accommodate a military specification.
These specifications do not apply to oceanographic moorings and would
el iminate several otherwise attractive packaging schemes that require a
slightly larger size. After the fundamental design problems have been
so 1 ved and proven by repeatable full scale test i ng, the feas i bi 1 i ty of
repackaging for a specific size parameter can be evaluated.
Bot tom up deployment methods requ ire that every moori ng component
must be able to withstand the pressure encountered at the full deployment
depth. Deep water flotation foams are significantly more costly and
volumetrically less efficient than their shallow water counterparts.
Surface down deployment methods requi re that only the bottom most
components are capable of withstanding high hydrostatic pressures and so
have the potent i alto be more cost effect i ve.
The free rising or falling body must travel in a relatively straight
line without tumbling or kiting.
For bottom up deployments, (types 1 or 2), there are actually two
stabil ity problems. The first as the complete package is descending to the
sea floor and the second as the float modul e is ri sing up duri ng self
dep 1 oyment.
I f the complete package has any tendency to depart from a vert i ca 1
flight path at terminal velocity, the mooring may deploy as much as several
kilometers off station by the time it reaches the bottom in 5000 meters of
water. I f for any reason the package does not 1 and, upri ght, orderl y payout
may be impaired or prevented. The package must be designed to be statically
and dynamically stable in the upright position.
After separation, the syntactic foam buoy must fly straight enough so
as not to impair orderly payout. In the case of closely spaced
interconnected moori ngs, any departure from vert i ca 1 may resul tin the
mooring fouling on its neighbor, which would result in the two cables
chafing one another and one or both failing prematurely.
Addi ng a drag ski rt to the afterbody of the package has been shown to
increase fl i ght stabi 1 i ty (1). Any departure from symmetry about the
central axis, either from appendages or surface irregularities or due to the
center of gravity or buoyancy being off center must be avoided.
On surface inverse catenary moorings that are to be placed where
there is a steeply s 1 opi ng bottom, any ki t i ng off of the anchor coul d cause
the anchor to reach bottom outside the design depth window. This could
result in the mooring tangling or not paying out completely if the depth is
too shallow. If the actual anchor depth is too deep, the mooring could
become taut or at the 1 imi t run out of cabl e before the anchor reached
bottom.
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A trade off exists in terms of what the desired terminal velocity
should be. A faster terminal velocity is beneficial because it gives the
current 1 ess time to dri ft the moori ng off of its intended station as the
anchor or moori ng package free fall s to the bottom. Thi s effect can be
mi n i mi zed by account i ng for the set and dri ft and re 1 eas i ng the package at
an appropri ate offset di stance.
The magn i tude of disturbance requ i red to cause fl i ght i nstabi 1 i ty
decreases quickly as terminal velocity increases. Less than full scale
model tests have proven unreliable as indicators of the magnitude of this
i nstabi 1 i ty because of the effects of scali ng.
Each proposed packaging design requires full scale free fall flight
stabil ity testing as an integral part of its development effort.
The range of attainable terminal velocities varies from less than one
to more than 5 meters per second.
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CASE STUDY
A subsurface, Bottom up deployment moori ng that ut i 1 i zes a cable
counter to signal the lockup device was chosen for this case study because
of a perce i ved need for th is technology wi th in the Navy and Oceanograph i c
commun i ty . A descri pt i on of the moori ng and a breakdown of the requ ired
deve 1 opment effort fo 11 ow:
ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Maximum water Depth
Service Life
6000 meters
Current Profi 1 es
6 months to 2 years
See Figure 9
MOORING SPECIFICATIONS:
Maximum cabl e packaged
Moori ng 1 i ne Safety Factor
Instrumentation Load
6000 meters
2.5
Max. Instrument inclination
Up to 30 instruments
15 degrees re vertical
-5 pounds
2.511 Dia. by 12" long
Max. weight per Instrument
Approximate inst. dimensions
including terminations.
Instrumented Length
Est imated buoyancy
of subsurface float.
3000 meters
1000 pounds
Estimated immersed weight of anchor
Cabl e di ameter
- 1500 pounds
0.35 inches
5000 pounds
-0.0134 pounds
Cabl e breaki ng strength
Cabl e weight per meter
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS The proposed moori ng, (Figure 8), was studies
using a finite element computer program. The typical oceanic current
profiles, shown in Figure 9, were used to evaluate the performance of a
moori ng wi th the above speci fi cat ions.
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Results of a parametric analysis appear in the following table:
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'" ,Parameter Zero Design Survival
Current Current Current""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'" ,Buoy depth (m) 800
Maximum Inst. Inclination (Deg.) 0
Watch circle radius ~ buoy (m) 0Anchor tension (pounds) 896Min. Safety factor in cable 5.0
805
2
162
896
5.0
889
12
905
897
5.0
COMPONENTS DESIGN:
Buoy: A subsurface buoy wi th 1000 pounds of buoyancy sat i sfi es typi ca 1
depth excursion and instrument inclination criteria. The bottom up
dep 1 oyment method requ i res that the syntact i c foam buoyancy modul es for the
subsurface buoy and the packagi ng contai ner/backup recovery modul e, be rated
for 6000 meters working depth. Several alternatives exist in the commercial
sector for foams with this depth rating. Pour in place foam at 40 pounds
per cubic foot can be precisely molded to the exact shape required. The
density may be reduced slightly by placing 10, 12, 13, or 17 inch glass
balls inside the shape. Sympathetic implosions between the glass spheres is
possible at depth which could destroy the buoyancy module.
The second a 1 ternat i ve is 32 pound per cubi c foot dens i ty foam that is
cast into blocks in a special pressure chamber. The bricks would have to be
laminated together and then shaped. This would result in a somewhat more
compact buoy but the cost would be much higher due to the many hours of
labor involved and the hazardous working conditions involved in machining
gl ass fi 11 ed epoxy.
Packaginq ConceDt One. Flat Pack Cable Stowaqe: The anchor module shell
provides the packaging container for all of the mooring components (Figure
10) . The syntactic foam buoy caps the shell and helps to stabi 1 i ze the
package duri ng descent to the sea floor. An axi symetri c fl ange protrudes
from the outside of the package near the top, to provide some stabil izing
afterbody drag force. The instrumented portion of the moori ng 1 i ne is
packaged in flat spirally wound layers with the instruments clipped or
Ve 1 croed to the outs i de wall of the container.
~
A space containing the cable counting, fairleading and lockup mechanism
is below the upper cable bay. The balance of the moori ng 1 i ne is stored on
a spool with a universal winding located at the bottom of the packaging
shell cavity. A central hub of this cable pack contains the control, data
recording and release electronics packages. In recoverable versions, the
packaging shell above the anchor is cast in syntactic foam which separates
from the anchor when the release is fi red and bri ngs the bottom of the
moori ng to the surface. Th is packag i ng system is very s i mi 1 ar to the ADOM
design developed at WHore
27
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DESCENT STABILIZER
(30) INSTRUMENT
CAPSULES
STORED UPPER
MOORING LINE
(UNIVERSAL WINDING)
LINE COUNTER
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LOCKING PIN
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(UNIVERSAL WINDING)
.i ANCHOR SHELL
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SUBSURFACE MOORING
PACKAGE
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Dimensions: As Shown
Air Weigh t = 4000lbs
Working Depth = 6000m
Line Stored = 6000m.
Figure 10 Self Deployment Package with Universal Winding
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The syntact i c foam is held to the top of the packag i ng conta i ner by
explosive bolts which are fired to allow the mooring to deploy.
PackaQi nQ ConceDt Two. SDi n Pack Cabl e StowaQe: Thi s packagi ng system
is similar in appearance to the one previously described (Figure 11). The
outside diameter has increased to approximately 48 inches at the stabilizing
fl ange. The i nst rumented upper port i on of the moori ng 1 i ne is wound on a
spinning reel type spool that is molded as an integral part of the syntactic
foam buoy. The payout flange is covered with an ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene skin for abrasion resistance. Instruments are attached
to the ski rt port i on of the buoy wi th Velcro tape.
A ho 11 ow in the center of the payout fl ange conta ins one meter of
cha in attached to the central strength member of the buoy and the top end of
the mooring 1 ine. The chain is held inside the flange by a plastic membrane
that is torn off by the force of the end of the cabl e fetchi ng up on the
buoy.
A voi d between the buoy section and the anchor section contains the
caterpillar style cable counter, the fairleading system and the lockup
mechanism. This system folds down flat for packaging and then extends above
the anchor system on a spring loaded pipe frame to allow the cable to unwind
from the lower spinning reel cable bay without slapping or abrading during
dep 1 oyment.
The lower spinning reel has the control, data recording and release
electronics built into its hub. The reel body and container shell are made
of syntact i c foam and act as backup recovery for the moori ng. The anchor
is attached to the container by a release that activates when the anchor
reaches the bottom. This allows the release and backup recovery to rise to
the top of several meters of chai n. The separat i on .i nsures that the rel ease
and backup recovery will not get silted into the bottom. The separation
will also provide a better communications path to the release.
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Figure 11 Self Deployment Package with Spining Reel Winding
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL & PROOF OF CONCEPT
Object i ves:
Full scale fi e 1 d tests are necessary to develop the case study des i gn
into an operational unit. No one of the designs discussed in this paper
wi 11 meet all of the needs of the Oceanographi c and Navy communi ties. A
development of anyone of the possible designs will greatly simplify the
deve 1 opment of any subsequent types due to the sol ut i on of shared common
prob 1 ems. Future development efforts must capi ta 1 i ze on the successful
portions of previous work.
Areas wh i ch have been shown to be troublesome in past programs shoul d
be given priority attention.
1) Orderly payout of mooring line including Stowage
and payout of sensor 1 i ne and sensors.
2) Reliable sensing of the bottom or surface and
accurate and rel i abl e moori ng 1 i ne lockup mechani sm.
3) Cabl es and connectors
4) Fi shbi te protection of moori ng and sensor 1 i nes.
Testing of Specific Components: All of the mooring components should
be des i gned, fabri cated and thoroughly tested before attempting a full scale
dep 1 oyment. Tests of some of the fundamental components must precede the
des i gn of the overall package.
Preliminary TestinQ on Land:
Cable Packaging: A 500 meter single conductor cable sample with dummy
instruments shoul d be packaged in each of the two proposed schemes. Orderly
payout can be tested at a 1 oca 1 a i rfi e 1 d wi th a simple overhead sheave and a
vehicle moving at approximately the terminal velocity of the buoy. Several
tests of each type should be conducted to gain an understanding of the
nuances of each packag i ng method.
An ins i tu test of the cable payout i nc 1 ud i ng the effects of fl u i d
damping can be made with a scale model in a water depth of up to 100 feet
where correct payout can be photographed or video taped by divers.
The best candidate cable packaging system can be selected on the basis
of the results of these tests. Winding methods should be optimized to yield
the 1 east number of turns in the cable as it pays out. The revers i ng of
wi nd i ng direct i on between the upper and lower payout reels wi 11 help to a
point. Reversing of winding direction between successive instruments in the
upper section may also be advantageous. These tests will provide necessary
experience in winding cable in the two candidate configurations. Data on
actual packaging factors for the two different winding schemes is essential
for des i gn i ng the exact package size that is requ ired.
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1. Cable Packaging, Flat Pack:
The fl at pack method was successfully employed on WHOI' s ADOM project
to coil the 100 meter bottom finder weight pennant. To test the feasibil ity
of applying this method to longer instrumented lengths, four consecutive 100
foot 1 engths wi th instruments between were packaged in a fl at pack wi th
gummed paper between the 1 ayers. The paper caused numerous di ffi cul ties
during the payout test including whole layers pulling out at one time. The
layered bundle then proceeded to tumble and tied a knot in the cable.
Additional testing with elastomeric potting compounds instead of paper is
necessary. The universal winding method proposed for the lower section of
the moori ng cable was used in the lower sect i on of the ADOM project wi th
mi xed resul ts .
2. Cable Packaging, Spin Pack:
The spin pack method has never been attempted on this scale before at
WHOI. Preliminary payout testing on instrumented lengths of cable spooled
in thi s manner showed promi se. The crossover angl e requi red for smooth pay
out and how it effects the packaging density requires further investigation.
A higher crossover angle will result in a larger required packaging volume
and increased kinking of the cable at crossover points. Payout from a
lower crossover angl e increases the ri sk of the 1 i ve end buryi ng and pull i ng
out a wuzzle. This sometimes happens with spin type fishing reels if the
1 i ne is wound wi th inadequate tens ion. Wuzzl es formed on th is type of
fishing reel, will usually correct themselves as additional line is payed
out providing that it does not get fouled in anything outboard of the
fl ange.
Depth Control Methods: Two methods have been proposed to determine when
to engage the cable lockup mechanism. The bottom or surface finder method
and the cabl e counter method.
The mechanical bottom finder used on the ADOM project proved to have
reliability problems due to flight instability of the sensor weight.
Severa 1 manufacturers advert i se off the shelf acoust i c a 1 t imeters that
should be evaluated as candidates for its replacement.
The caterpi 11 ar styl e cogged bel t cabl e counter and lockup mechani sm
requ ires development and prototype test i ng.
Lockup Methods: The Cone gri p styl e lockup mechani sm requi res
development and prototype testing. The pin crossing the cable path method
has been shown to work on the ADOM experiment.
Both types of lockup mechanism should be tested to optimize cable
fatigue life in cyclic bending both in the lab and at sea.
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Sea Tests:
Test Specifications
Water depth
Subsurface buoy depth
Cable length stored in package
Design life
Site location
Dep 1 oyment method
Depth cont ro 1 method
Number to be tested
5000 meters
500 meters
5000 meters
1 year
South of Bermuda
Bottom up
Cabl e counter
Two units
Test Schedule: Two complete final units employing different variations
should be tested in situ on several successive cruises. Fatigue and wear can
only be evaluated from failure modes experienced after the mooring has been
on station for a period of time. A time interval between cruises of several
months will allow any necessary design changes identified on the first
cruise to be implemented.
Monitoring Instrumentation: The reception of status information from
the package is desirable so that orderly and correct deployment can be
monitored. The electronics package can be designed to monitor the
dep 1 oyment sequence and report back the fo 11 owi ng i nformat i on by acoust i c
telemetry.
1. Flight attitude during descent.
2. Altitude off the bottom or package depth during
descent.
3. Bottom impact.
4. Package ori entat i on after bottom impact.
5. Explosive bolt detonation and package separation
contro 11 ed by the system clock or by acoustic command.
6. Depth of the ascending buoy and instrument string.
7. Engagement of lockup devi ce.
8. The package should acoustically transpond to allow
the ship to triangulate its position on the bottom.
An acoustic release modified with a microprocessor board can be
programmed to perform these functions. The fl i ght and 1 andi ng attitude can
be mon i tored wi th accelerometers, t i 1 t sensors or a gyroscope. A depth
sensor or altimeter located at the top of the buoy can be wired to telemeter
down the cable to the electronics package located in the anchor shell to
provi de depth i nformat ion duri ng both ascent and descent.
The exp 1 os i ve bolt system can be des i gned to be mechan i ca 11 y redundant
such that the successful detonat i on of anyone of several bolts wi 11 release
the package as intended. Separat i on can be determi ned by mount i ng a magnet
on the buoy and a reed swi tch on the package. A s i mi 1 ar arrangement can be
incorporated into the lockup mechanism to indicate when the cone or pin has
properly engaged. Magnet and reed switch systems can be used to indicate
when each of the sensors are deployed, but the 1 arge number of sensors
significantly increases the complexity of the electronics and wiring
requ ired.
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Acoustic transponding for location is a normal function of most
acoustic releases.
Dep 1 oyment and Recovery Scenari 0
1. Deployment, Bottom up: The water depth and lockup depth are
programmed into the controller software for the actual depth at the mooring
site. A 1 tern at i ve 1 y, the lockup depth is programmed and the package uses a
pressure sensor or a 1 t imeter to measure the water depth. The package is
re 1 eased and allowed to free fall to the bottom. A timed or acoustic
command fi res an exp 1 os i ve bolt wh i ch allows the buoy to detach from the
package and start pulling out the mooring line. The instrumented portion of
the mooring pays out completely. The cable counter measures the cable
length paying out of the bottom cable pack and signals the controller to
activate the lockup device. The controller also fires an explosive bolt that
allows the syntact i c foam package to ri se above the anchor on several meters
of ch a in. Deployment is now complete: The pos it i on of the anchor and buoy
can now be acoustically determined from the surface ship by triangulation.
2. Recovery, Including Emergency backup measures: If the mooring line
should fail at some time during the deployment, the buoy would rise to the
surface. A self contained underwater ARGOS transmi tter located in the top
of the buoy woul d not i fy the users that the buoy was adri ft. The buoy coul d
be recovered with the aid of the ARGOs location message. The bottom half of
the mooring 1 ine would sink to the bottom. The syntactic foam packaging
container is designed to have enough buoyancy to bring up the remainder of
the moori ng when the release is actuated. The buoyancy of the foam shoul d
be several hundred pounds in excess of the sum of the wei ghts of the
components that it woul d be 1 i ft i ng. Thi s insures that any portion of the
moori ng that has settl ed into the bottom mud, woul d ~e pull ed free, and that
the moori ng coul d ri se thru any strong current shears wi thout bei ng swept
away.
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CONCLUSIONS
Self deployment of oceanographic moorings is feasible. Increasing ship
time costs and the new emphasis on long term, global coverage, environmental
model ing make this technology more attractive than ever before.
It is important to note that much of the work required to develop a
successful, self deploying mooring has already been completed. Each of the
mooring types discussed, have been used repeatedly on full scale deep ocean
deployments, when launched in a conventional, ship time, and labor intensive
manner. The following tasks relative to self deployment have been
successfully compl eted on previous programs.
A. Hydrodynamic analysis of the Self-deployment
sequence.
B. Free fall flight Stability analysis and drop tests.
C. Anchor ho 1 di ng characteri st i cs.
D. Hydrodynami c anal ys is of the deployed moori ng types
including wave forces on the several surface buoy
options.
E. Terminal velocity calculations and verification
tests.
F. Explosive bolt separation tests at depth and
pressure.
G. Preliminary testing of the instrument packaging
method.
H. Preliminary testing of the Flat Pack and Spin Pack
cab 1 e spool i ng systems.
I. Advances in low power, computer-contro 11 er and sensor
electronics will facilitate the real time monitoring of
the deployment to a degree that was unattainable on
previous attempts.
Much of the moori ng work that takes place today re 1 i es on
instrumentation technology that is over twenty years old. The large size,
wei ght and drag of these instruments necess i tates the use of 1 arge buoys,
1 arge diameter moori ng 1 i nes and heavy anchors. The number of moori ngs
which can be deployed on anyone cruise is 1 imited by the number of large
components that will fit on deck. The ship time cost associated with
dep 1 oyi ng arrays of moori ngs is often a 1 arge fraction of the tot a 1 project
budget.
The self deploying mooring offers the benefits of reduced ship time and
an increase in the number of moorings which can be carried by a given ship
on a cruise. The initial price tag of new sensors is significant. The cost
of maintaining older instrumentation increases every year. New instruments
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offer greatly increased flexibility in terms of sampling rates, on board
data manipulation, data storage and telemetry capabilities in a much
small er, 1 ighter, package.
The decrease in instrument size and weight allows for the down sizing
of all other moori ng components for the same mi ss i on and safety factor on a
gi ven moori ng. The decrease in moori ng component size can resul tin cost
savi ngs of as much as 50 % per moori ng.
The development of self deployable oceanographic moorings is a
necessary, logical evolution of technologies presently in use. The
successful development and implementation of this technology opens doors for
a broad spectrum of future uses with a strong potential for increase in data
returned per uni t cost.
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